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PRESENTATION 1 

JAPAN POST ACTIVITIES FOR e-COMMERCE 

Mr Masahiko Mitoki 
Vice President International   
Affairs, Japan Post Co Ltd & 
Chairman of POC, UPU 

The opening presentation of the forum comes from the land of the rising 
sun– Japan. In this presentation,  Masahiko Mitoki San would like to 
share  the activities of Japan Post in the emerging scenario and trends for 
e-Commerce in Japan– locally and, more so, globally for cross-border e-
Commerce. 

While the connectivity provided by the Internet and Communication Tech-
nologies is a great opportunity, there are several gaps to be filled to take 
the leap into the e-Commerce age with Post Office as a platform for bridg-
ing the gaps. 

As per the Japanese perspective, the main challenges in cross border e-
commerce are language, shipping, financial payments or settlements and 
marketing of the capabilities developed by Japan Post. The concerns 
around safety and security of the shipments and conforming to cross-
border customs issues are also touched upon by Mr Masahiko in this 
presentation. 

 

From APPU, we would like to add that Mr Masahiko Mitoki is the  Chairman of the Postal Opera-
tions Council of the Universal Postal Union of which all the operational committees, viz, supply 
chain integration committee, markets development committee, physical services committee, e-
services committee and the Postal Financial Services committee are a part.  

While the Japan experience is a lesson for us to identify the challenges in our own market in our 
country, Mr Mitoki’s position at the UPU is a great opportunity for the Posts to work together      
towards creating a seamless network for e-commerce flows of information, goods and finances to 
complete the loop of transactions in e-Commerce. 



 

PRESENTATION 2 

REGULATORY CHALLENGES FOR CROSS BORDER e-COMMERCE:  

A VIEW FROM EUROPE 

Ms Michele Ledger 

Principal Analyst 

Cullen  

International 

Outline of presentation 

The presentation offers an insight into the current issues and opportunities 
posed by the development of cross-border e-commerce from the European per-
spective. 

It will focus on the policy approaches in the EU to ensure the development of e-
commerce services and cross-border delivery. 

In particular, in 2011, new regulatory obligations in terms of delivery were 
placed on e-retailers by the EU legislator and which will need to be respected by 
them by the end of October 2013. 

The objective is to ensure that consumers are better protected when they shop 
online, but these obligations also have an impact on the business of delivery op-
erators. 

The next policy item on the agenda of the EU makers is to make sure that cross-
border e-ecommerce grows, and the EU institutions are very much focusing 
their efforts on improving cross-border delivery. 

About Cullen International 

For over twenty-five years, Cullen International has been tracking, reporting on and 
benchmarking developments in telecommunications, media, electronic commerce and 
smart energy regulation across Europe and beyond. Our service portfolio now in-
cludes Latin America, Middle East and North Africa. We will launch a postal service in 
2012. 

For more information, visit  website: www.cullen-international.com 



PRESENTATION 3 

Integrated Development of Postal Industry and Online Retailing in China 

Mr Lin Hongliang, Director General of Department of 
Universal Postal Service,  

State Post Bureau, China 

 

China’s online retailing market is huge and increasing very quickly. In 2011, online 
transactions amounted to USD127 billion, up by 56% from 2010, and the number of 
online shoppers 203 million, up by 28.5% with uptrend in the future. The soaring 
online retailing business gives China a booming express market, turning it into the 3rd 
largest in the world. In this context, express service is playing a much more important 
role in the online retailing industry chain, putting integrated development of  

e-Commerce and the postal industry, particularly its express service segment, in the 
spotlight in China.  

 

The presentation, made from a public administrative and regulatory perspective, will 
give insights into the market trend in the online-shopping express service segment – 
an area where online retailing and express service lap over each other, the major prob-
lems exposed along with their underlying causes, and the efforts undertaken by the 
State Post Bureau to cope with critical barriers against the growth of online retailing 
and postal industry.  

The structure of the presentation is as given below: 

1. Overview of Growth of the Chinese Postal Industry and The Online Retailing Indus-
try 

2. Relations between the Chinese Postal Industry and the Online Retailing Industry 

        -Express service quality brings a stronger impact on consumers’ online-shopping 
behaviors. 

      -e-Commerce tends to be more integrated with other sectors.  
  

 



3. Roadblocks  

 -Capacity Crisis 
 -Mounting Complaints  
 -Root causes 

 

 

 

 

4. How does SPB promote integrated development of the postal industry 

and the online retailing industry? 

 Creating communication platforms and facilitating the connection of both indus-
tries’ information systems, especially their cooperation in the holiday rush and pro-
motional campaigns 

 Enhancing the strength of express industry and the ability of express carriers 
through policy support, macro-planning and supervision of the public 

 Improving policy environment, and strengthening cooperation with other public 
administrations for a coordinated response to development of policies, laws and 
regulations 

 

Future Actions 

 Future focus will be put on the continuous optimization of the policy environment, 

establishment of benchmark cities as well as knowledge support to the stipulation 

of relevant laws and policies through in-depth researches into key subjects relating 

to integrated development of online retailing and the postal industry. 

 The rising cross-border e-Commerce market motivates SPB to provide the Chinese 

online retailers and express companies with more relevant public services and 

strengthen communication with other countries, in order to assist them in going 

out and progressing together in an integrated, healthy and sustainable way.   

(a) Disconnection between express carriers and online retailers 
(b)Weak express carriers 
(c) Policy environment to be improved 



PRESENTATION 4 
e-Commerce Trends and Opportunities for India Post 

Mrs Smita Kumar 

General Manager        
Business Development 

INDIA POST 

The e-Commerce boom that is witnessed in other countries of the region and 
other parts of the world is comparatively  at an early stage in India . On the 
other hand it is set to be among the fastest growing markets in the world.  The 
e-commerce market is projected to be $1.6 bn for 2012 and is expected to grow 
at an Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)  of 57% to reach $8.8 Bn in 
2016.   As per an  AT Kearney report, the Indian retail market is set for a high 
growth rate of about 25%  and  given the shift of the   retailing platform from 
brick and mortar to click and ship, the potential for e-Commerce is huge.  

The gaps and lack of integration in the logistics, payments and ICT networks in 
India at present offer a great opportunity for service providers that can take 
care of all the three flows in the e-Commerce value chain seamlessly. Although 
the task is a mammoth one given the size and multitudes of the Indian market, 
India Post with its ubiquitous reach and traditional product models like the 
Value Payable Parcel, ability to handle financial flows upto the last mile both 
physically and electronically is uniquely positioned to fill the gaps in partner-
ship with other operators who are trying to bring the same benefits to the cus-
tomers in the market.  

 As part of its medium term strategy to be implemented in the next two-three years, India Post has 
undertaken  major projects  on Core Banking Solutions and an Integrated Information Communica-
tion Technologies to support the electronic dimension and the financial dimension of the e-
Commerce transactions loop. For shipments or the goods flows, it has taken up a major  project on 
mail network optimization and consolidation of the processing network to speed up deliveries and 
also bring down the costs. It now needs to gear up its capabilities to handling parcels at the same 
speed as letters for which it requires to make new investments. If India Post can rise up to the chal-
lenge of the changing business landscape, it can bring  a lot of benefits to Small and Medium Enter-
prises, traditional arts and crafts industry, customer to customer transactions on sites like e-Bay or 
even a shopping portal hosted by India Post among other things. In a nutshell, India Post is just 
waking up to the challenge and opportunities in e-Commerce and has a good foundation of a  mas-
sive employee engagement effort in the process of change, by the name of “Project Arrow” that gives 
us the hope  and capability to overcome the  enormous challenges ahead. We are poised to make a 
leap from hereon as some of our preparations in the past four to five years are maturing to bring the 
potential results for the new age of business in which India as we all know is a major player. It is not 
going to be easy but it is definitely within reach and will bring high public value to the society, econ-
omy and communities that India Post has been serving for more than 150 years.  

VISION OF INDIA POST 

INDIA POST’s PRODUCTS AND SERVICES WILL BE THE CUSTOMERS’ FIRST CHOICE 

CORE VALUES OF INDIA POST 

HUMAN TOUCH, RESPONSIVENESS, RELIABILITY, TRANSPARENCY, PROFESSIONALISM, TRUST, RESPECT, SERVICE 
BEFORE SELF 



PRESENTATION 5 
Online Shopping and Logistics: An etailer’s perspective 

Mr Toshiya (Tommy) Matsuo 

This presentation by one of the biggest internet shopping companies 
or etailer is to bring out the user’s perspective on the growth map for 
e-Commerce and the allied services that are needed for the digital 
age to realize its potential to bring the benefits around the globe to 
people in the most efficient and sustainable way possible. Mr Tom-
my shares the success story and the nuts and bolts of an e-commerce 
service provider’s operations and processes. He brings out from the 
vision of his company, how logistics, payment solutions, information 
and communication technologies could be synergized to bring busi-
ness growth as well as a good and happy life to customers/people. 
The importance of collaboration and synergy is brought out in his 
presentation both within an internal group of companies and with 
external partners. The story of Rakuten and Tarad.com bring out 
clearly that the range of goods and services that can be brought 
through the Internet is going to expand exponentially in the coming 
years as digital enterprises have learnt from their experience of the 
early boom, the bust and the resurgence that the field has seen in a 
short span of under twenty years. The digital age is here to stay and 
adapting to this mode of exchange is the basic need for all players 
and stakeholders in the market.  

The goods provided on the Internet shopping malls could range from 
groceries to high value items and it is only a matter of making things 
easy and accessible for the customer while ensuring safety, security, 
reliability, transparency and trust.  

The basic mission for Rakuten is to empower Small and Medium En-
terprises and that is what they focus on as their niche area, even in a 
market where there are big players like e-bay and amazon.com, 
Rakuten can retain and grow its market share. 

TARAD Dot Com Co Ltd 

President & CEO 

Rakuten(Thailand) Co Ltd 

Managing Director 

A key message from Mr Tommy’s presentation is that businesses are growing to establish a global 
eco-system, transcending country boundaries and bringing suppliers, customers, service providers 
together to minimize the waste that we see in the present form of multiple economic exchanges 
which includes a lot of duplication. His presentation brings out clearly that the basic principles of 
running business do not change as we are now in the digital phase, it is  only the platform and the 
mode of exchange that has transformed. “More the things change, the more they remain the 
same”. 



PRESENTATION 6 
e-Commerce in New Zealand: For continued relevance to New Zealanders 

Dr Sohail Choudhry 

Dr Sohail Choudhry will present a current day picture of New Zea-
land Post and how the business has adapted so it can remain rele-
vant to New Zealanders. He will discuss customer insights and how 
the business is building a new digitally based future in order to meet 
the growing demand for digital services. 

With a steady decline in mail volumes, New Zealand Post has devel-
oped a digital mailbox offering which will do more than just deliver 
electronic bills and statements. Sohail will discuss the value proposi-
tion for both “senders” and “receivers” in relation to this new 
Youpost branded service. 

In addition to the Youpost digital mail box offering, New Zealand 
Post now offers a wide range of other digital services and Sohail will 
briefly overview these including Youshop - a recently launched 
“borderless shopping / address alias” based service, which has 
launched out of the USA in the first instance.  

The roadmap for New Zealand Post is based on the business being 
positioned as the consumer “online life organiser” under the evolv-
ing Youworld brand. 

As can be seen from the above, New Zealand Post is among the most 
resilient and adaptable organizations that we have seen in the        
history of business. They have done it before, they can do it now. 

Executive General Manager, 

New Zealand Post 

THE KEY TO THEIR SUCCESS 



Return Solutions: An Asia Pacific Perspective 

PRESENTATION 7 

Ms Bui Bang Tam 

Business Development Head, 
APP,  APPU 

          ASIAN-PACIFIC 

          POSTAL UNION 

One of the key hurdles in the growth of e-Commerce business is 
the complexity and difficulties faced by customers in return of 
goods purchased online that do not meet their expected stand-
ards or  have other defects in transit or from the source. The 
ability to be able to support easy return and exchange of goods 
as per the business policy of the seller is a key factor in building 
trust and growth of e-commerce both from the sellers point of 
view and buyer’s perspective.  

This has been among the most challenging aspects to the e-
commerce business growth though there are some good exam-
ples from the industry on how this is managed by the successful 
retailers. One of the great examples is Zappos.com who in part-
nership with UPS have brought excellence in customer service 
and return solutions for building customer loyalty. Ama-
zon.com (which has now acquired Zappos lays a lot of stress on 
this too. The purchase of high value goods online will depend 
on the ease of the return solutions. 

From the private sector, there is cycleon that has developed ex-
pertise in providing return solutions, though it is a bit too ex-
pensive for the mass market. 

The opportunity for the posts is to bring out a cheaper, seamless, solution for which attempts 
are being made at the UPU level from the previous cycle and expected to be launched in the 
new cycle of the Doha Postal Strategy from 2013-2016. 

For global return solutions every country has to be ready according to their main exchange 
partners to begin with. The Asia-Pacific Region has to be part of this global return solution 
through the posts as well.  

Ms Tam in her presentation  brings out the importance of the return solutions, and for posts 
to formulate a strategy to implement it in the countries of the region to integrate us to the 
global network. This just re-iterates the point that posts have to bring the same benefits to 
their customers all over the world, though the single postal territory as they have always been 
doing. The “How” of our business  needs to adapt– and do it fast as there are other players 
ready to take the first mover advantage. The target is, therefore, for us to be innovative and 
bring in a niche return solution in a faster, cheaper, better way if we can make it possible.  



RESENTATION 8 

Taking advantage of the e- com boom. Solutions for Post Offices by DP DHL 

Carl Schelfhaut 

DP DHL’s presentation attempts to give an insight into 
suggested ways bringing together the private courier sector 
with the designated postal operators in the field of e-
commerce development, with a focus on network and plat-
form solutions to provide seamless conveyance with rele-
vant value added services from which the customer can 
choose. We well thought through collaborative strategy and 
clearly defined Standard Operating Procedures under a bi-
lateral agreement enhances the win-win aspect of both par-
ties without taking away each other’s core business. If air-
lines can work together competitively in the “co-
opetition” (cooperation and competition) environment, 
why would the postal and private operators not be able to 
do so. DP DHL also gives some insight in recent innovative 
products that were launched in its home market in the e-
commerce business, illustrating how it responds as a postal 
and logistics company to the changing environment.  

Deutsche Post DHL 
Vice President 
Head of International Relations & 
Postal Policy 
Inter-Postal Cooperation Asia Pacific 
& Emerging Markets 
CSR – GoHelp Asia Pacific 

DHL PACKSTATION 



RESENTATION 9 

Opportunity for e-Commerce: View from a Technology Provider 

Mr Edouard Villa 

Mr Villa’s presentation today is about: 

How Neopost can help the posts face the e-
commerce challenge and make the most of this 
opportunity. 

Torn between cost cutting to offset declining 
mail volumes, and the parcel market request for 
customer centered flexible and innovative solu-
tion for delivery, posts offices need to re-think 
themselves by focusing on their core compe-
tences, and areas where they can leverage their 
brand and experience to add the most value. 

 In a very competitive environment, are the 
Posts best placed to think, develop and imple-
ment online shipping or parcel lockers solution 
themselves, or should they partner with a tech-
nology provider that has the expertise, experi-
ence and flexibility to help them develop an end 
to end integrated solution in a cost effective 
way? 

Mr Edouard Villa 
Business Development Manager 


